DENTAL & VISION PLANS
We are very excited to announce the availability of new stand alone dental and vision plans for
small businesses from Delta Dental and Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield’s Blue Vision! As many of
our small business owners know, dental and vision plans for companies of fewer than 49
employees can be incredibly expensive, proving nearly impossible to keep healthcare costs
manageable. Even if these plans are in the budget, many times they are subpar as comparable
to larger groups. These Chamber member exclusive plans offer small businesses rates that were
once only available to large groups. As well, these plans cover the gamut of dental and vision
services.
Delta Dental’s plans range from basic diagnostic and preventative service with no copays for innetwork offices to 50% coverage for prosthodontic services. Anthem’s Blue Vision plans range
from routine eye exams with $10 co-pays to $100 allowances for eyeglasses. If you happen to
be an international traveler and lose your glasses, Blue Vision plans cover providers in 20
countries and territories and will send you a pair of glasses with adjustable lenses to fit your
prescription within 24 hours! Most importantly, both Delta Dental and Anthem’s Blue Vision
have huge networks: Delta contracts with 84% of Ohio dentists and Blue Vision works with
more than 33,000 doctors at over 26,000 locations nationwide partnering with giant names like
LensCrafters, Pearle Vision, Sears, 1-800 Contacts, and many more.
The best news is, if you already have a Delta Dental or Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield’s Blue
Vision plan, you can still take advantage of these savings.
How to get a customized quote for your business
• Contact Dave Ewonce, BE Solutions at 412-302-6718 or dewonce@besoln.com.
• Provide an employee Census. Click here for tools and instructions on census creation and
delivery.
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